SHOCKINGLY GREAT

JPEG Inc. Electrical Contracting is your
first call for any and all electrical needs

Family-owned JPEG Inc. Electrical Contracting installs,
connects, tests, and maintains
residential, industrial, and commercial electrical systems. With
service available throughout Broward,
24-hour emergency care, and a dedication
to quality service and customer care, JPEG Inc.
should be your first call for any and all electrical needs.
"Professional and courteous. The team has showed-up on
time, completed the work flawlessly and left a clean environment when they were done. During the installations
as they encountered challenges they approached them
with creativity and a positive attitude, ultimately solving
all successfully." Igor Zeltzer, 5-Star Google review
The JPEG Inc. Difference
"There are many electrical contractors to choose from," said Mark Arruda,
owner of JPEG Inc. "Which is exactly why we separate ourselves from the
competition in every way we can." In business for more than 15 years, the
licensed & insured JPEG Inc. constantly evolves and grows, keeping abreast of
the latest technology and techniques to ensure that their clients receive unbeatable sales and service.
"If you’ve ever had a negative experience with services you’ve purchased
from a contractor, you will relate to how different we try to be from our competition, and why," said Arruda. "We understand how valuable your property
is, and we respect it by keeping it clean and hazard-free. And before we begin
working, you’ll know exactly how much the work will cost."
Everyone at JPEG takes great pride in working for the company, because
the value of the brand guarantees you’ll be completely satisfied with their work
and products. Said Arruda, "Our team of electrical professionals is comprised
of many of the most talented and dedicated electricians in Florida. All of our
staff, from our field electrician to project managers to support staff, have one
priority – customer satisfaction."
JPEG Inc.'s highly qualified electricians are among the best trained in the
business, which means you'll never have to worry about the professional in
your home. Said Arruda, "Training is an ongoing endeavor that enables us to
serve you better. We offer constant training to our electricians and support
staff so they can offer you the latest and greatest in service and products."
Furthermore, project managers constantly review company processes and staff
performance so that they can increase efficiency and improve service.

staff who put you first when you call, and schedule your appointment when it’s
convenient for you."
"(I called) this company this morning with 3 different
problems. Mark the owner was in contact with me until
one of his electricians came by. (They were) nothing short
of EXCELLENT!!! Very knowledgeable and able to rectify
all of my problems. I will ABSOLUTELY use this company
again as they showed nothing but great customer service,
professionalism, and courtesy ever step of the way. Thank
you." Rick Baldwin, 5-Star Google review
Everything You Need
JPEG Inc. provides every kind of residential, commercial, and industrial electrical service you can think of, from minor repairs to major code violations:
appliance circuits, breakers, fuses, ceiling fans, code corrections, data/communication lines, dedicated computer circuits,electric water heaters, emergency generators, emergency standby power, exhaust fans, ballast lamps, CAT6
cabling, commercial wiring, control wiring, electrical inspections, emergency
electrical service, energy efficient lighting, fiber optic cabling, generators, industrial lighting, custom electrical system design... JPEG can handl all of it,
and more.
"We have hired JPEG for several projects at our company
which involved complex installations and troubleshooting during production hours. Mark and his team are very
knowledgeable and we will continue to use him. Always
on time and equipped for any project we have."
Edward Dibeler, 5-Star Google review
Satisfaction Guaranteed

24/7/365 Care

All of JPEG's work is backed by their satisfaction guarantee, up-front pricing,
and follow-through on their promises to you. "If for any reason you’re not satisfied with our work, we’ll do what it takes to deliver the service you expect, and
then exceed those expectations," said Arruda. " We’re not just your electricians,
we’re your neighbors. We believe in building relationships with our clients, because we know that’s how we can best serve you – it’s why we’re involved in our
community in charity events and sponsor kids’ recreational sports."
Arruda wants his clients to make informed decisions. "Don’t get sold electrical work because you are scared or don’t know any better," he said. "Get
informed. Do your research. Be an educated consumer. Because when you do,
you'll discover why so many of your neighbors choose JPEG for their electrical
service needs – and why you should, too."

JPEG understands that emergencies often happen outside business hours,
which is why they are available 24 hours per day, every day of the year. No
matter what your needs – system upgrade, electrical problems, new construction – just call 954.410.3995 and they can help. "Emergencies aren’t convenient, are they?" said Arruda. " We only hire concerned, dedicated support

JPEG Inc. Electrical Contracting can be reached 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year at 954.410.3995. JPEG is fully licensed
and insured, and can handle any residential, commercial, or
industrial electrical need. Learn more at www.jpeginc.com.
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